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Abstract

Loss of lives through road accidents are increasing day by day as there is increase in the number of motor vehicles on the road which has created a major problem. This paper discusses about three types of accident prediction model such as “System Dynamic Model, Fuzzy logic and Bayesian Method”. Investing in transportation sector leads to betterment of basic infrastructure at the development of a country. The Complex, Dynamic and Non-linear interaction can be understood using system dynamic model. Fuzzy logic deals with occurrence of sets and elements. Fuzzy model compresses of four sub process: Fuzzification, Rule Production, Composition or Aggregation and Defuzzification. Bayesian refer to methods in probability and Statics which has held to model the interaction between road geometry, traffic characteristics and accident frequencies by means of linear regression model.
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Introduction

India is a second largest populated country in the world with 1.252 billion of people. Transportation sector plays the vital role in Indian economy. There is a tremendous growth of motor vehicles due to the rapid population growth and increasing economic and technological activities. This is one of primary factors responsible for the road accidents in many metro Politian cities in India. There is 1.34 lakh fatalities road accidents every year. An accident prediction model is a mathematical model which describes the relationships between road accident frequencies and various traffic conditions, road geometric features, environmental factors as well as driver’s behaviours. Accidents are not as uncontrollable as the weather, nor do they defy systematic study. Study of accidents based on “macro” scale includes the tabulation of numbers and rates unrelated to true risk, which is meaningless to the general public, including drivers and passengers [1]. The main reasons for road accidents are due to improper interactions between the vehicles, other road users and road way features. The situation that leads to improper interactions may be as a result of the complex inter play of number of factors such as pavement characteristics, geometric features, traffic characteristics, road users behaviour, vehicle design, drivers characteristics and environmental aspects. Thus the whole system of accident occurrence is a complex phenomenon [2]. The quality of the data collected in a particular study also has a large effect on the accident predicting equations developed. Care must be taken in collecting data otherwise the results of a study will be of little worth [3]. In different cities such as Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, ernakulam, there have been number of studies carried out on road safety. It is estimated that throughout the world 1.3 million persons die and 50 million persons get injured every single year in road accidents [4,5].

Accident Prediction Models

System dynamic road accident prediction model

To understand the behaviour of complex system, system dynamics is used. System dynamics is a computer-aided approach to policy analysis and design. System dynamics is a methodology, where in complex, dynamic and non-linear interactions in social systems can be understood and analysed and new structures and policies can be designed to improve the system behaviour. System dynamics methodology has been employed in many occasions to analyse the transport field [6]. It shows how system dynamics modelling techniques can be employed in various capacities to analyse traffic systems and accidents on different levels [7].

As the road accident prediction studies involve various complex systems namely the human, road, vehicle and all other environmental factors, it is vital to develop dynamic simulation model to understand the interactions between the various complex systems. In this study, the system dynamics simulation software namely STELLA was used. The model has also been validated with the real world accident records [8]. The system dynamic model combines both qualitative and quantitative aspects and aims to enhance the understanding of complex systems to gain insights into system behaviour [9]. For instance, the Centre for Public Policy and Administration of the University of Utah is using the system dynamic model to estimate welfare reform initiatives [10].

The number of A&E patients is not static. It means that even if the variables themselves remain constant, the coefficient values of the variables will change over time. Now, we cannot answer the question of “what is the real cause of the difference,” but we trust in the regression technique which indicates the affecting factors. Likewise, the system dynamic model works as a “micro world,” making it easy to simulate more than one factor at the same time [11]. There have also been studies that focus on the effects of driver’s age, education and experience in traffic safety [12] the role of alcohol in traffic accidents [13].

A study has been done by Nathimuthu and Parthibhan in Chennai, the capital city of Tamil Nadu. Road accident prediction model is done for both urban and rural road separately and here urban roads are considered. Chennai is the 31st largest metro Politian in the world. It has the population of 8.9 million people. Data was collected from 2006 to 2010 from Chennai city traffic Police. The road accident prediction model was developed using Factors of human behaviours, vehicle factor and road factor. This model was developed using STELLA a System Dynamic Model software. The main objective for the studies is to predict the expected number of accidents from 2010-2020.

Methodology: This model considers Human factors, Vehicle factors, road factors, environmental factors and other factors for the accident causes. Three types of implementations of model like
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Human factors, Vehicle factors and Road factors combines to form this simulation model. Table 1 explains the factors identifying the road accident model. Information about the flow of events should be entered by a simulation expert.

Relationship was established on several variables responsible for causing road accidents. Some variables found increase in the number of accidents and less number of variables is meant for reduction of accident. The road accident can be reduced by providing driver training, issuing of license system, removing of aged vehicles and controlling of drunken drivers, over speeding and enforcement of strict traffic rules. The model is validated by comparing the predicted accident values with actual accident values for the years 2010, 2011 and 2012. It is found that the percentage of variation is ranging from -1.12 to +5.44. In this study, more detailed classification standard and predicted accidents are applied. If the results are used for the research, it is easy to execute safety evaluation about various alternatives in case of planning new road business and calculate results in detail for accidents reduction [8].

Network road accident prediction model fuzzy

A Fuzzy set is defined as a set which has full membership or no membership to its element. The challenge faced by fuzzy theory is the rejection of any object belonging to a single set. It has been suggested to go for partial belonging of any object to different subset of a universal set. Common-sense linguistic labels like cold-warm-hot, heavy–light, low-medium-high etc. can be represented by fuzzy sets. Fuzzy logics have also been used for prediction of psychological status of working groups [14].

The principles of fuzzy logics, fuzzy clustering, and fuzzy modelling are of rich structure and offer a fruitful data-driven approach to model relations between physical and psychophysical measures [15]. The reason why fuzzy logics are accepted is that it provides a constructive way of turning qualities into mathematics. Inaccurate and/or incomplete expert knowledge is formulated with help of a set of if–then rules [15]. The fuzzy sets Ci in are supposed to be represented by clusters. The partitioning of the data into clusters is automatically done by cluster analysis [16]. The fuzzy model is a support tool based on modern technology, which Woodcock and Galer [17] asked for.

Fuzzy neural network (FNN) is a concept that integrates some features of the fuzzy logic and the artificial neural networks (ANN) theory. It based on the integration of two complementary theories. Purpose of the integration is to compensate weaknesses of one theory with advantages of the other [18]. On the one hand, it enhances the model interpreting ability of the neural network by making use of the interpreting ratiocination ability of the fuzzy system. On the other hand, it overcomes the dependences of the fuzzy technology on the advice of experts and the non-self-adaptability of the fuzzy sets by taking advantage of the self-learning functions of the neural network [19].

The case study has been carried out in Izmir metropolitan city. Traffic inspection department of Izmir were assigned to carry out the case study of the urban region. With the help of ArcGIS special analysis tool boundary of the study is done. The research was carried out for 2005-2007. In the year 2005, 42792 traffic accidents with information such as location, time, road or weather condition type of accidents and number of killed or injured people etc. was recorded by TIDI. Mat lab is used for the Fuzzy Analysis.

Methodology: Fuzzy model compresses of four sub process and they are Fuzzification, Rule Production, Composition or Aggregation, Defuzzification. The Figure 1 mentioned below describes the process. It also consists of three explanatory variables such as traffic variables, geometric variables, environmental variables. Traffic variables include traffic flow, average speed and average gap between vehicles. In geometric variables, variables like road width number of lanes, number of minor accesses and percent of medians. Environmental variables, variables such as number of bus staff and weather conditions are used. The model result was examined in detail. It helped to differentiate streets as safe or risky over the time zones. All the testing and calibration input data helped in finding out the output results and these results leads to four levels;

- High safety level (HSL)
- Low safety level (LSL)
- Low risky level (LRL)
- High risky level (HRL)

Prediction of road accidents based on Bayesian method

The most common approach applied in early works is to model the interaction between the road geometry, traffic characteristics and accidents frequencies by means of multiple linear models [20]. Bayesian refers to methods in probability and statistics named after Thomas Bayes, in particular method related to statistical inference. Accident risk is considered based on three major dimensions such as the exposure, the accident and injury occurrence probabilities and the corresponding consequences. The most common approach applied in early works is to model the interaction between road geometry, traffic
characteristics and accident frequencies by means of conventional (multiple) linear regression models.

In such studies, univariate counting models for only one single model response variable are used, implying, for example that the number of accidents corresponding to different degrees of injury severity are modelled separately without taking into account the dependencies that exist between them [21,22]. Such dependencies are considered in more recent studies where the different response variables are modelled jointly using multivariate modelling techniques [23-25]. Bayesian inference is the mathematical formulation of the Bayesian interpretation of probability. This is representing the process of fitting a probability model to a set of data and summarizing the result by a probability distribution on the parameters of the model and on predictions of new observations [26]. The first in terms that subjective probabilities are assigned based on the outcome of an experiment, and the latter in terms of symmetry considerations [27]. Full Bayes approaches also enable more detailed inference, adding more flexibility in selecting prior distributions [28] in incorporating different theoretical models, e.g. models for lane changing behaviour [29]. To better fit the crash data, some researchers [30-32] applied hierarchical data analysis techniques to deal with the multilevel data structures, while some others [33-35] employed the zero-inflated count model to account for the excess zero crash occurrences [36].

The case study has been conducted in the entire Austrian rural motorway network where the data was collected on number of injured road way users, injury accidents events and risk indicating variables were provided by the Austrian road safety board. The total length of the investigated road network is 3642 km for which the data was provided for both driving directions separately.

Methodology: This methodology uses a combination of three statically methods. 1) Gamma updating of the occurrence frequencies of injury accidents and injured road users, 2) hierarchical multivariate Poisson-lognormal regression analysis taking into account correlations amongst multiple dependent model response variables and effects of discrete accident count data e.g. over-dispersion, and 3) Bayesian inference algorithms, which are applied by means of data mining techniques supported by Bayesian Probabilistic Networks.

The proposed methodology is composed of six major steps.

- Identification and determination of the response variables and risk indicating variables.
- Subdivision of road network into home genius segments.
- Gama-updating of the response variables.
- The development of multivariate Poisson-lognormal regression model for the description of the relationships between risk indicating variables and the response variables.
- Construction and parameter learning of the BPN.
- Prediction of the expected number of response variable events that is the expected number of injury accidents.

Accident Model Variable Determination

This contain of two types they are; model response variable and risk indicating variable which are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively CHAR (exit corridors, intersection, tunnels and normal/open doors), AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic), HGV (Heavy Good Vehicles), Bends, SLP (Percentage of the upwards or Downward gradients (slope)), LAN (Number of Driving lanes), SPD (Signalized Speed Limit, EML (Existed of Road Emergency Lanes). The networks are developed by combining both, hierarchical multivariate regression analyses for the assessment of prior inferences and modern data mining techniques to adapt the Bayesian Probabilistic Networks to the available data. Even though some regression coefficients appear to be statistically not significant for some combination of risk indicating variables and response variables, all variables are kept as input parameters for the model since they are significant for other combinations.

Conclusion

Comparable evaluation of road safety audit, Road safety Inspection and Roads safety impact assessment were the traditional methods for the road safety. Even scenario analysis is also used as an approach for the road safety. Cost and time required are the main disadvantages. In this paper we have discussed about three methods which are economic and having a better time management with a proper data provided.

The first paper we discussed was system dynamic model which is computer aided program which helps in design and analysis of the provided data. This method is used when the behaviour of data is complex and nonlinear. Its flexibility and handling of complex relationships are the main advantage of the system. Another method which can handle flexible, nonlinear and complex problem is fuzzy logic. Human communication is the basis of fuzzy logic. This method can blend with traditional control techniques. It is more preferable than other conventional methods due to its simple reasoning based on mathematics. Even though it is suitable for dealing with complex system, probabilistic techniques are used frequently. Next technique, probabilistic technique so called as Bayesian. Empirical bayes method is almost same as Bayesian Probabilistic Network which is also an accident prediction method. This method helps in displaying and
conveying the problem in a Comprehensive and understandable manner. These methods describe the investigated problems in effective manner. As the data provided and each person’s view of interest the methods can be chosen.
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